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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a Riesz space (see [LZ]) and suppose (I~, .. . , aN (NE N) are ele- 
ments of E. For certain functions f: fRN + II? there is an obvious way to define 
f(a ,,...,a,,,). Indeed, if f(xl,X2,x3)=(X1Vx2)-((4x3+XI)AxX2) (~i,x~,xs~lR) 
then we define f(a,, a,, a3) = (al vaz) - ((4~s + a,)~ a2). The study of functions 
f: lRN-+ fR, for which f(al, . . . . aN) can naturally be defined to extend such sim- 
ple definitions, is called functional calculus. Isolated examples and techniques 
exist in the literature. For instance, when E is a Banach lattice and f is con- 
tinuous and positive-homogeneous, see l.d.1 in [LT]. For other examples see 
[BH] and [dPl] (where the case that E is an f-algebra is considered). In this 
paper we study the space of all such functions f when E is a uniformly complete 
Archimedean Riesz space (Theorem’3.7), a uniformly complete semiprime f- 
algebra (Theorem 4.10) or an arbitrary uniformly complete f-algebra (Theo- 
rem 5.2). 
Our results unify the existing ones and are obtained in a constructive way, 
that is, without using the Axiom of Choice. We follow [BvR] in the use of 
representation theorems. There is one difference with [BvR] though: we do use 
the (less controversial) Countable Axiom of Choice. To avoid the Countable 
Axiom of Choice we felt we would have had to include new proofs of old 
theorems (like the Stone-Weierstrass theorem), which could deter the reader 
from the actual content of this paper. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we collect some definitions and results which will be used in 
the sequel. For the basic vector lattice theory and terminology we refer to the 
books [LZ], [Z]. We start by recalling some results from [BvR], section 0. Let 
E be an Archimedean Riesz space. For any a E E the extended A4-seminorm 
1) . Ilo on E is defined by 
I/xl/, = inf(A .5 lR+: 1x1 <l/al} 
(with the usual convention that inf @ = +co). For CE E and E > 0 we put B,(c; E) = 
(x E E: I/x- cI[, < E}. A set 0 c E is called a-open if for every CE 0 there exists 
E>O such that B,(c;E) is contained in 0. Moreover, if A c E, then a subset 0 
of E is called A-open if 0 is a-open for all a E A. The A-open subsets of E are 
the open sets for a topology in E, the A-topology. Note that the E-topology is 
just the relatively uniform topology of [LZ]. For any subset A of E we denote 
by A the A-closure of A in E. 
We call the space E uniformly complete if any uniform Cauchy sequence is 
convergent (see [LZ]). 
In the following lemma we collect some properties of the A-topology. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space and A a Riesz subspace 
ofE. 
(i) ?i is a Riesz subspace of E and A is contained in the ideal generated by A 
in E. 
(ii) If E is uniformly complete, then A is uniformly complete. If A is uniformly 
complete, then A = A. 
(iii) If T : E + E is a positive linear operator such that T(A) c A, then T(A) c A. 
(iv) If E is an f-algebra (see e.g. [Z], Chapter 20) and A is an f-subalgebra, then 
A is an f-subalgebra as well. 
PROOF. (i) and (ii) are contained in Lemma 1.1 of [BvR]. 
(iii) It is sufficient to show that T is A-continuous. Let 0 c E be A-open. 
Take aEAf and XET-‘(0) and put y=Tx. Choose beA, brTa. Since 0 is 
A-open there exists e>O such that Bb(y;s) G 0. Then B,(x;E) c T-‘(O). 
(iv) Take 0 I u E A. The mapping x +-+ ux is a positive linear operator from E 
into itself and u - A c A. It follows from (iii) that u. A C_ A. Take 05 u EA. 
Then, as we just have observed, u. A c A. Using (iii) again we conclude that 
u. A CA, which shows that A is a subalgebra of E. 0 
Next we recall that a Riesz space E is called representable if the realvalued 
Riesz homomorphisms on E separate the points of E. It follows from Theo- 
rem 2.2 in [BvR] that any countably generated Archimedean Riesz space is 
representable. 
We introduce some notation. For a Riesz space Ewe denote by H(E) the set 
of all non-zero realvalued Riesz homomorphisms on E. Furthermore, for any 
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non-empty D c E we denote by (D) the Riesz subspace of E generated by D. 
So, in particular, if E is an Archimedean Riesz space and a,, . . . , aN E E then 
H((a,, .**, a,,,)) Separates the points Of (at, . . ..a~>. 
Suppose that E is an Archimedean f-algebra. We denote by H,,,(E) the set of 
all non-zero realvalued multiplicative Riesz homomorphisms on E. Moreover, 
for any non-empty DC E we denote by ((D)) the f-subalgebra of E generated 
by D. 
We are interested in conditions implying that H,(E) separates the points of 
E. For this purpose the following proposition is useful. As usual, we denote by 
Orth(E) thef-algebra of all orthomorphisms in the Riesz space E (see e.g. [Z], 
Chapter 20). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space. 
(i) Zf u) EH(E), then fhere exists a unique GeH,,,(Orth(E)) such that 
o(Tx) = ~~(T)cu(x) for all XE E and all TE Orth(E). 
(ii) If H(E) separates the points of E, then H,(Orth(E)) separates the points 
of Orth(E). 
PROOF. (i) For T~orth(E) we define wT: E-+lR by o.+(x)=o(Tx) for all 
x E E. The nullspace ker(o) of o is a uniformly closed ideal, and so T(ker(a)) c 
ker(w) (see [dP], Theorem 15.2), i.e., ker(o) c ker(e+). Hence there exists a 
unique G(T) E K? such that or = G(T)w. It is easily seen that c3 EH,,(Orth(E)). 
(ii) Is an immediate consequence of (i). 0 
Let E be an Archimedean f-algebra and let N(E) be the ideal of nilpotent 
elements in E. Then N(E)= {x~E: x*=0} (see [Z], Theorem 142.5). Suppose 
w E H,(E) and take XEN(E). Then w(x)*=o(~*)=O, so O(X) =O. Hence, if 
N(E) # (0)) i.e. if E is not semiprime, then H,(E) does not separate the points 
of E. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let E be an Archimedean f-algebra and suppose o E H(E). Then 
there exists a unique Or (Y E IR such that w(xy) = cro(x)w(y) for all x, y E E. 
PROOF. By Proposition 2.2, there exists 6 E H,(Orth(E)) such that w(Tx) = 
G(T)w(x) for all XE E, TE Orth(E). For XE E we denote by I’V& the multiplication 
map by x, so A4, E Orth(E). For all X, Y E E we then have o(xY) = G(M,)o(y) = 
~(M,,)~J(x). Hence, if x,y~E are such that o(x)#O and o(Y)#O, then 
G(MX) G(M,) ---=_ 
a(x) O(Y) . 
Denote the value of this quotient by cr. It is clear that o(xy)=ao(x)o(Y) for 
all x, y E E. 0 
If E is an Archimedean f-algebra and w E H(E), then cu will be called singular 
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if w(xy) = 0 for all x, y E E. Note that o E H(E) is singular if and only if the a 
in the lemma above is equal to zero. Even on semiprimef-algebras non-trivial 
singular homomorphisms may exist. Indeed, let E be the f-algebra of all con- 
tinuous functionsfon [0, l] which are piecewise polynomials and satisfyf(0) = 0. 
Define o E H(E) by 
w(f) = lim fO 
tlo t 
for all f E E. Then o is a non-trivial singular Riesz homomorphism. 
The next lemma, however, guarantees the existence of sufficiently many non- 
singular homomorphisms on some f-algebras. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let E be a semiprime Archimedean f-algebra for which H(E) 
separates the points of E. Then the non-singular homomorphisms in H(E) 
separate the points of E. 
PROOF. If O<xe E, then x2> 0, as E is semiprime. Take o E H(E) such that 
o(x2)>0. Clearly, o is non-singular. Now it is clear from Lemma 2.3 that 
U(X)#O. 0 
Combining Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 we get the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let E be an Archimedean f-algebra. 
(i) For every non-singular Riesz homomorphism OE H(E) there exists a 
unique 0 < a E IR such that ao is multiplicative. 
(ii) If E is semiprime and H(E) separates the points of E, then H,(E) sep- 
arates the points of E as well. 
PROOF. (i) By Lemma 2.3 there exists a unique OraE IR such that o(xy) = 
ao(x)w( y) for all x, ye E, and hence aw is multiplicative. Moreover, since o 
is not singular, a>O. 
(ii) This follows immediately from Lemma 2.4 and (i) above. 0 
Next we will deal with the existence of multiplicative homomorphisms on 
countably generated subalgebras. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let E be an Archimedean f-algebra and let D be a countable 
subset of E. Then the f-subalgebra (CD)) is countably generated as a Riesz 
space, and hence H(((D))) separates the points of ((D)). 
PROOF. We may assume that Dc_E+. Let 
S= {ala2.*.a,: ajED,j=l,2 ,..., n; neiN}. 
Clearly S is countable and (S) c ((D)). Consider the Riesz subspace L = 
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{x~E:xS~(S)}.ItfollowsfromS~Lthat(S)~L,i.e.(S)~S~(S).Similar- 
ly, M= {XEE x(S) c (S)} is a Riesz subspace and S c M, so (S) c M. Hence 
(S) is anf-subalgebra of E and D G (S), so ((D)) c (S). We may conclude that 
((D)) = (S), which shows that ((D)) is countably generated as a Riesz subspace. 
The final conclusion in the lemma follows from [BvR], Theorem 2.2. 0 
A combination of the above lemma with Corollary 2.5 yields the following 
result. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let E be an Archimedean semiprime f-algebra and D a 
countable subset of E. Then H,,,(((D))) separates the points of ((D)). 
We end this section with a result which is of independent interest and illus- 
trates the use of the above corollary. Let E be an Archimedean f-algebra and 
a,, . . . , a,,, E E. Given a real polynomialf, without constant term, in the variables 
xi, **. 9 xN, we denote by f (a,, . . . , aN) the element of E obtained by substituting 
ai, a.* ) aN for xi, . . . ,xN. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let E be a semiprime Archimedean f-algebra and a,, . . . , UN E 
E. If f and g are real polynomials in N variables without constant term such 
that f -‘({o}) C gp’({o}), then f(a,, . . . , aN) =0 hpks that g(al, . . . , a,v) =O. 
PROOF. By Corollary 2.7, H,(((a,, . . . , aN))) separates the points of 
<<a i, ... ,aN)). Take 0 E H,(((a,, . . . . aN))) and suppose that f(a], . ..) aN) =O. 
Then f(u(a,), . . . , a@,-,,)) = o(f(a,, . . . , aN)) = 0, and so g(o(a,), . . . , u(aN)) = 
0. Hence w(g(a,, . . . . aN))=O for all f~eH,(((a~, . . ..a~))). and therefore 
g(ai, . . ..aN)=O. 0 
3. A FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS ON RIESZ SPACES 
In this section we will obtain in a constructive way a functional calculus for 
Archimedean Riesz spaces and for uniformly complete Riesz spaces. The ideas 
used in this section will be exploited further in the next section to get a func- 
tional calculus for f-algebras. By ti(lRN) we denote the space of all real con- 
tinuous functions f on IRN which are positive-homogeneous, i.e. f (Ax) = Af (x) 
for all XE IRN and A ~0. Clearly, .X( fRN) is a Riesz space with respect to point- 
wise operations. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let al, . . . . aN E E and f E YZ’(lRN) be given. If, b E E is such 
that o(b)=f(cc,(a,), . . . ) u(a,)) for all o E H((a,, . . . , aN, b)), then we will write 
b=f(a ,,..., aN). 
Observe that if b = f (a,, . . . , a,) and if L is a Riesz subspace of E containing 
ai, . . . . aN, 6, then w(b) =f(o(a,), . . . , a(aN)) holds for all o E H(L). Using this 
remark we immediately get the following lemma, which justifies the notation 
b=f(a,,...,a,,,). 
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LEMMA 3.2. Given al, . . . , aN E E there exists at most one b E E such that b = 
f(a l,-~~,aN)~ 
The next lemma will be useful at many places. As above, f~.X(ll?~). 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose a,, . . . , a,, b E E and let G be a point separating subset 
of H(@, . . . . aN, b)) such that o(b)=f(o(a,), . . ..~(a~)) for ail UEG. Then 
b=f(a,, . . ..aN). 
PROOF. Let e= /a,1 + ... +(a,(+jbl. Theneisastrong unit in (a,,...,a,,b). 
The set Q= {oEH((a,, . . ..aN.b)): o(e)= 1) separates the points of 
(a ,,..., a,,b), and b=f(a, ,..., a,?$) if and Only if o(b)=f(o(a,), . . ..~(a~)) 
for all o E Q, as f is homogeneous. Let /1= { o(e)-‘o: o E G} . For any XE 
(a t, . . . , aN, 6) define the function 2 on Q by a(w) = o(x). The mapping x ++ 2
is a Riesz isomorphism from (a,, . . . , aN, 6) into fR”. In 52 we consider the weak 
topology generated by the functions {a: XE (a,, . . . , a,, b)). Then Q is a com- 
pact Hausdorff space. Since /1 separates the points of (al,. . . , ON, b), it follows 
that /1 is dense in Q. By assumption, s(w) = f(cil(w), . . . , S,(co)) for all cc) ~/1. 
Since f is continuous, this implies that b^(o) = f (8,(w), . . . , G,(W)) for all o E 0, 
and hence b=f(a,,...,a,). 0 
As an immediate consequence of the lemma above we get the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let L C E be a Riesz subspace such that al, . . . , aNy b E L and 
H(L) separates the points of L. If fgti(lRN) and o(b)=f(co(a,),...,o(a,)) 
for aI/ weH(L), then b=f(a, ,..., a,). 
Given the elements a,, . . . , aN E E we define 
@(a,, . . . . aN) = {fEZ(WN): f(a,, . . ..aN) exists in E}. 
IffE@(a,,..., a,,,), then we write @(f)=f(a,, . . ..aN). Using Corollary 3.4 the 
proof of the next proposition is simple. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let a,, . . . , UN E E be given. Then @-(a,, . . . , aN) is a Riesz sub- 
space of X( RN) and @ is a Riesz homomorphism from $(a,, . . ..a.) into E. 
For a further study of the space @(a,, . . . ,aN) the following notation is 
useful. Forj=l,..., NwedefineejEti([RN) byej(x,,...,XN)=Xj, andlet&= 
(e ,, . . ..e.). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let a,, . . . , aN E E be given. 
(i) FNc$(al,...,aN) and @:FN + E is the unique Riesz homomorphism with 
@(ej)=aj (j=l,..., N). kforeover, @(FN) = (a,, . . . , aN>. 
(ii) If E is uniformly complete, then 9(a,, . . . , UN) is uniformly complete 
(equivalently, g(a,, . . . , aN) is uniformiy closed in X(lRN)). 
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PROOF. (i) It is clear from the definition that ej E g(ai, . . . , aN) and @(ej) = aj 
for all j= 1, . . . ,N. Since $(a,, . . . , aN) is a Riesz subspace it follows that FNc 
$(a,, . . . , aN). Furthermore, since @ is a Riesz homomorphism, @(FN) is a 
Riesz subspace of E and so (a,, . . ..a.> c @(FN). Similarly, @-‘((a,, . . ..a.>) is 
a Riesz subspace of @(al, . . . . aN), so FN C_ @-‘((al, . . . . a,)), which implies 
@(FN)c(ai,..., aN). This shows that @(FN) = (a,, . . . ,a,>. It remains to show 
that @ is unique. Suppose T is a Riesz homomorphism from FN into E with 
Tej=aj (j=l,..., N). Then G={feF,: @f=Tf} is a Riesz subspace of FN 
and e,, . . . . eNEG. Hence G=F,, i.e. T=@. 
(ii) Let w= lei/ + 0.. + le, 1, which is a strong unit in X( RN). The uniform to- 
pology in X( lRN) is the w-uniform topology. Note that w E FN and w(a,, . . . , a,,,) = 
Iall + ... + IaNI. Call u-la11 + ... + la,\. Take a sequence {f,},“=, in @(a,,...,a,) 
and suppose that f, + f w-uniformly for some f E .X?( I?). Since @ is a Riesz 
homomorphism, it follows that {@(f,)},“,l is a u-Cauchy sequence in E. By 
the uniform completeness of E, there exists b E E such that @(f,) 4 b u-uni- 
formly. We will show that b =f(al, . . . , a,). Call 6, =f,(a,, . . . , aN). Since 
L=(a ,,..., aN,b,bl,b, ,... ) is countably generated, H(L) separates the points 
ofL.ForanywEH(L)wehaveo(b,)=f,(w(al),...,Cc)(aN))foralln=1,2,.... 
Now w(b,) --t o(b) and fn(a(a,), . . . , w(aN)) +f(o(a,), . . . , w(aN)) as n --t 03, so 
Mb) =f (4a, ), . . . , o(aN)) for all 0 E H(L). Using Corollary 3.4 we may con- 
clude that fe@(a, ,..., aN) and b=f(a, ,..., a,,,). 0 
Before formulating the main result in this section we observe that FN is uni- 
formlydensein.X(lRN). Indeed,ifwedenoteS={xE@: 1x11+ ...+IxNl=l}. 
then the mappingf- f ( S. IS a Riesz isomorphism from .%(lRN) onto C(S). An 
application of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem yields that FN is uniformly dense 
in M( RN). The following result should be compared with [LT], Theorem 1 .d.l . 
THEOREM 3.7. Let E be a uniformly complete Riesz space and aI, . . . , a&. E E. 
Then @(a,, . . . ,aN)=X(RN) and the mapping @: X(lRN)-+ E is the unique 
Riesz homomorphism with @(ej)=aj (j= 1, . . ..N). Moreover, @[%‘(iRN)] = 
(a 1, *.., aN)(whichistheu-closureof(a],...,aN)inE,whereu=/a,l+“‘+/aN/). 
PROOF. It follows from Proposition 3.6 and the above observation that 
?q(a,, .. . , aN) = S( RN). The uniqueness of @ follows in the same way as in the 
proof of Proposition 3.6. 
Since @-‘((a ,, . . . ,a,>) is a uniformly closed Riesz subspace of X( RN) and 
FN c @-‘(<a, , . . ..aN)). it follows that @-‘((a 1, ...YaN>)=&(!?N), which shows 
that @[.X( RN)] c (a 1, . . ..a.>. For the converse inclusion we observe that by 
[LZ], Theorem 59.3, @[&(lRN)] is a uniformly complete Riesz space. Since 
(a,, . . . . aN> c @[~@k?~)], this implies that (a 1, . . ..aN> c @[x(mN)] and hence 
~[~(~N)]=(al,...,aN). 0 
REMARK 3.8. If E is an Archimedean Riesz space and a,, . . . , a, E E, then 
If(a I, .e.yaN)l s ;fy if(x)I (la11 + “- + iaNi) 
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for all f E g(a,, . . . , a,,,), where S= {XE IRN: lx11 + *a. + Ix,/ = l}. Indeed, for 
any f~%(@) we have (f/ ~max,,, /f(x)/ (let\ + ... + leNI). 
4. A FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS ON SEMIPRIME f-ALGEBRAS 
We denote by 9e( RN) the algebra of all polynomials in xl, . . . ,xN without con- 
stant term, considered as functions on EN. Let E be an Archimedeanf-algebra 
and let a,, . . . , aN E E be given. For any p E 90(RN) the element p(a,, . . . , aN) E E 
is obtained by replacing the variables x1, . . . ,x, in p(xl, . . . ,xN) by the elements 
a,, . . ..a.. The mapping p ++ p(al, . . . , UN) clearly defines an algebra homomor- 
phism from 9’e( RN) into E. The purpose of the present section is to extend this 
elementary functional calculus to a much larger class of functions. The f-alge- 
bras considered are assumed to be semiprime. We start with an observation, 
which is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.7. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let E be a semiprime Archimedean f-algebra, al, . . . , aN E E and 
p E P,,( RN). For an element b in E the following two statements are equivalent. 
(0 b=p(a,, . . ..aN). 
(ii) o(b) =p(o(a,), . . . . o(aN)) for ail o E H,(((al, . . . ,aN, bB). 
The lemma above motivates the next definition, which is analogous to Defini- 
tion 3.1. By C”( WN) we denote the space of all real continuous functions f on 
[RN with f (0) = 0. Throughout this section E will be an Archimedean semiprime 
f-algebra. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let aI,. . . , aN E E and f E C”(RN) be given. Zf b E E is such 
that w(b)=f(w(a,),..., u(aN)) for ail w EH,,,(((a,, . . ..aN. b))), then we will 
write b=f(a,, . ..) aN). 
Observe that given a,, . . . , uN E E and f E C”( RN), there is at most one b E E 
such that b=f(a,, . . . . aN) (cf. Lemma 3.2). The following lemma will be used 
frequently. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose a,, . . . ,aN, b E E and f E C”(lRN). Let A be a point- 
separating subset of H,(((al, . . . . aN, 6))) such that w(b) =f(w(a,), . . . ,~(a~)) 
for all WEA. Then b=f(a, ,..., aN). 
PROOF. The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Lemma 3.3. The 
main difference is, however, that the f-subalgebra ((a,, . . ..aN. b)) in general 
does not have a strong unit. Therefore we give a brief outline of the proof. Put 
Q=H,(((ar, . . . . aN, b))) and for XE ((a,, . . . , a,,,, b)) define the function a(w) = 
w(x) for all w EQ. Then x ++ 2 is a multiplicative Riesz isomorphism from 
((a t, . . . . aN, b)) into I?“. We consider in Sz the weak topology induced by 
{a: xE ((a*, . . . . aN, b))}. If we show that /1 is dense in Q, then we are done. 
To this end it suffices to prove that the sets Q(x) = {w E S2: Z(w)>O}, 0~ 
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XEG@,,..., aN, b)), form a base for the topology in Q. Clearly, the sets Q(x, (r) = 
{oEQ: g(~)>a} with x~((ar,..., aN, b)) and o E R, form a subbase for the 
topology. Let u = la, 1 + ... + la,/ + lb/, and note that o(u)>0 for all ~EQ. 
Now it is easily verified that 
Q(x, (r) = Q((xu - au)+) 
for all XE ((a,, . . . . aN, 6)) and CXYE R. Therefore, the sets !Z(x)(xrO) form a 
subbasis, and hence a basis, since Q(x,) n . . . nfqx,)=fqx,k-Ax,) 
whenever Orxt ,..., x,~((a, ,..., a,,b)). 0 
COROLLARY 4.4. Given a,, . . . , aN, b E E and f E C”( RN), the following three 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) b=f(a,,...,aN); 
(ii) There exists an f-subalgebra A of E with a,, . . . , a,,,, b E A and H,(A) 
separating the points of A, such that o(b)=f(w(a,), . . ..~(a~)) for all 
OEH,(A). 
(iii) For every f-subalgebra A of E containing a,, . . ..aN. b we have u(b)= 
f (W+ ), . . . , cu(aN)) for all w E H,(A). 
Given the elements a t, . . . , aN in the semiprime Archimedean f-algebra E we 
define 
&(a,, . . . . a&,) = {fEC”(lRN): f(a,,...,aN) exists in E}, 
and if fed(a,,..., a,,!) then we will write @(f)=f(a,, . . ..a.). Using the cor- 
ollary above, the next proposition is easily proved. 
PR0P03TION 4.5. Let al, . . . , aN E E be given. Then &(a,, . . . , aN> is an f- 
subalgebra of C”(RN) and @ is a multiplicative Riesz homomorphism from 
No,, . . . . a,) into E. 
Before we continue to investigate in more detail the structure of the f-algebra 
d(q, . . . . a,), we first indicate the relation between the functional calculus 
defined above and the one considered in the previous section. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let a ,, . . ..aN be given in the semiprime Archimedean f- 
algebraE. Then&(a, ,..., aN)n.X(RN)=9(a, ,..., a,)andforfeS(a, ,..., a,) 
the two definitions off (a,, . . . , aN), as given in Definitions 3.1 and 4.2, agree. 
PROOF. Take fg@(a,,..., aN). Then there exists bEE such that o(b) = 
f (o& ), . . . , o(aN)) for all UEH(@, . . . . a,, b)). This clearly implies that 
Mb)=f(w(ar),..., ~(0~)) for all o E H,,,(((a,, . . . , a,.+ b))), which shows rhatfE 
d(a,, . . . . a,) and b=f(a,,..., ON) according to Definition 4.2. Now suppose 
that fed@,, . . . . aN) n X(lRN). Then there exists beE such that o(b) = 
f(Na,), ***, o(a,)> for all o E H,(((a,, . . . , aN, b))). By Corollary 2.5 (i), for 
each non-singular (0 E H(((a,, . . . , a,?,,, b))) there exists 0 < cz E R such that ao E 
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ff,(Ca,, .‘., a,, b))). SincefEH(RN), this implies that o(b) =f(o(a,), . . . , @(ahi)) 
for all non-singular 0 E H(((a,, . . . , aN,b))). Since, by Lemma 2.4, the non- 
singular homomorphisms in H(((a,, . . . , a,,b))) separate the points, it follows 
via Lemma 3.3 that f E g(a,, . . . , a&!) and b = f (a,, . . . , an) according to Defini- 
tion 3.1. 0 
In the next proposition we will denote AN= ((et, . . . ,e,)) in C”(lRN), where 
as before ej(X)=xj for xelRN (j=l,...,N). 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let al, . . . ,a, E E be given. 
(i) A,,, c &!(at, . . . , aN) and @ : AN --+ E is the unique multiplicative Riesz 
homomorphism from AN into E with @(ej) = aj (j = 1, . . . , N). Moreover 
@(AN)=((a],...,aN)). 
(ii) If E is in addition uniformly complete, then d(a,, . . . , aN) is uniformly 
complete as well. 
PROOF. Making the relevant modifications, the proof is analogous to the 
proof of Proposition 3.6. 0 
Our next objective is a description of the uniformly complete f-algebra gener- 
ated by A, = ((e,, . . . , eN)). For this purpose we introduce the following notation. 
By 55’(lRN) we denote the f-algebra of all continuous functions on RN which 
are of polynomial growth. So, if f E C( RN) then f E B( RN) if and only if there 
exist nElr\l and OrMeL? such that IflIM(l+le,I+ ...+leNI)N. Further- 
more, by d( RN) we denote the set of all f E B(lRN) such that lim,l,, f(tx) t-l 
exists uniformly on bounded subsets of RN. Note that f(0) =0 for any f E 
J(lRN). Moreover, if f E d( RN) and we define fi(x) = limti, f(tx)tt’, then 
f, EGV(IR~). The proof of the following lemma is elementary and therefore 
omitted. 
LEMMA 4.8. B(lRN) and &( RN) are uniformly complete f-algebras with 
respect o pointwise operations. 
In the next proposition we will write 1 for the function identically equal to 
1 on RN. We use the closure notation as introduced in Section 2. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. (i) ((1, et, . . . , e,)) = %?(lRN), so .%?(lRN) is the uniformly 
complete f-algebra generated by 1, el, . . . , eN in C(lRN). 
(ii) ((e,, . . . . e,)) = d(lRN), so d(lRN) is the uniformly complete f-algebra 
generated by e,, . . . , e,, in C( IR N). 
PROOF. (i) Since %(iRN) is uniformly complete, ((1, et, . . . , eN)) is a uniformly 
complete f-algebra with unit element 1. Put u = 1-t lel I + ... + leNI. Then u 2 1, 
which implies that the inverse u-l exists in ((l,e,, . . . ,eN)) (see [Z], Theo- 
rem 146.3). 
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Take Olf E a(@). Then there exist O<ME fR and n E N such that Orf< 
M-’ u”. Define h = M-‘fu +- ‘. It suffices to show that h E ((1, e,, . . . , eN)). Let 
.s>O be given. Then there exists C>O such that U-‘(X)<& for all XE [RN with 
llxlir L C. By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem there exists p E ((1, e,, . . . , eN>> such 
that Ip(x)-h(x)1 <E for all XE RN with jlxllr SC. Defining gE((l,el. . . ..eNN 
by g= IpI AU-‘, it is easily seen that lg-hl <cl. By this, (i) is proved. 
(ii) First note that it follows from ti(lRN) = (e,, . . . ,e,), that X(lRN) G 
((l,el, . . . . eN)). Take fe&(lRN) and let fi(~>=lim,~of(tx)t~l for all XE RN. 
Put g =f -f,. Since f, E X(lRN), it remains to show that gE ((1, e,, . . . , eN>>. It 
is easy to see that lim,,, g(x) Ilxll;’ =O. Define h E B(lR“‘) by h(x) = g(x) Ilxll;’ 
if x#O and h(O)=O. By (i) it follows that hE((l,el,...,eN)), and so g= 
(lq I + ... + le,l)h belongs to (jell + .a. + IeN1)((1,er9 .. ..e.)). Now Lemma 2.1 
(iii) implies that (/e,j+ ... +IeN1)((l,e,,...,eN))~((l,el,...,e,)), and hence 
ge((%.--$eN)). 0 
Combining the above proposition with Proposition 4.7 (ii) we obtain the 
main result in this section, the proof of which is similar to the proof of Theo- 
rem 3.7. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let E be a uniformly complete semiprime f-algebra and 
al, . . . . aN E E. Then &( iRN) C_ &?(a,, . . . , aN) and the mapping @ : &?( RN) + E, 
defined by @(f)=f(al, . . . . aN), iS the Unique multiplicative Riesz homomor- 
phism with @(ej)=aj (j=l,...,N). Moreover ~[~([RN)]=((a,,...,aN)). 
We present a simple consequence of the above result which illustrates the use 
of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.11 ([BH], Theorem 5). Let E be a uniformly complete semi- 
prime f-algebra. Let p E N and let FE lR+ [Xl, . . . , X,] be a homogeneous poly- 
nomial of degree p. Then for all a,, . . . . aN E Et there exists a unique b E E + 
such that bP=F(al,...,aN). 
PROOF. Define f~&?(lR~) by f(x,,...,x,)=F(lxl(,..., IxNl)“‘. By Theo- 
rem4.10, fed(a, ,...) a&!), so f(q ,...) ON) exists in E and f(al,...,aN)?O, 
as f z-0. By the multiplicativity of the functional calculus it follows that 
f(a l,...,aN)P=F(IalI,..., jaNj)=F@l,--.9aN). 
For the proof of the uniqueness, suppose that 01 b, CE E are such that 
bp=cP. Then o(b)p= co(bp) =w(cp)= We, and hence o(b) =0(c) for all 
cu~H,,,(((b,c))). This shows that b=c. 0 
Finally we will show that if E has in addition a unit element e, then the func- 
tional calculus @ in Theorem 4.10 can be extended to the whole of B(I’R~) 
with Q(1) = e. Note that any unital Archimedean f-algebra is semiprime (see e.g. 
[Z], Theorem 142.5). 
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THEOREM 4.12. Let E be a uniformly complete f-algebra with unit element e, 
and let aI, . . . , aN E E be given. Then the functional calculus @ : d( RN) -+ E of 
the previous theorem has an extension Y: B( lRN) -+ E, which is the unique 
multiplicative Riesz homomorphism from zB(IF?~) into E with Y(1) =e and 
Y(ej)=aj (j=l,..., N). Moreover, Y[%( RN)] = ((e, (Ii, . . . , a,,,)). 
PROOF. For the moment, let 6 : d( RN+‘) + E denote the functional calculus 
corresponding to the elements e, a,, . . . , aN. For f E B( fRN) define fe vPe( RN+‘) 
by _k,xi, . . . ,,)= lxolf(xl,***, xN). Put Y(f) = 4(f). Clearly, Y is a Riesz 
homomorphism from 6B( RN) into E with Y(1) = e and Y(ej) = a; (j = 1, . . . , IV). 
For f,ge B(lRN) we have 
Y(fg) = e@_(kdfg) = Q(le0l)Wdfg) = Wdf. leds) 
= ~:(leolf)Wdg) = Y(f)Y(g), 
which shows that Y is multiplicative. From the uniqueness statement in Theo- 
rem 4.10 it is immediately clear that Y is an extension of the functional calculus 
@ : d(RN) -+ E. Using Proposition 4.9 (i), the remaining statements of the theo- 
rem are proved in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.7. 0 
For f E S?( IRN) the element Y(f) of the above theorem will again be denoted 
byf(a,, . . . . a,). Observe that f(al, . . . . a,..,) is uniquely determined by the prop- 
erty that o(f(aI, . . . ,aN))=f(O(aI), . . . . w(aN)) for all W EH,(((e,ai, . . . . a~))). 
5. A FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS FOR ARBITRARY UNIFORMLY COMPLETEfiALGEBRAS 
In this final section we will unify the results of Theorems 3.7 and 4.10. In 
fact, we will construct a functional calculus for arbitrary uniformly complete 
f-algebras. Observe that any Riesz space is an f-algebra with respect to the 
trivial multiplication. 
First we consider the f-algebra .&(lRN), as defined in Section 4, in more 
detail. For convenience we put w = le, I + -a. + leNI. If f E d( IRN) we define 
fi(x)=lim,io f(tx)t-’ for all XE [RN. As observed before, fi E S(lPN) and 
lim,,, (f(x) -h(x)) w(x)-’ =O. Let f2(x) =(f(x) -fi(x)) w(x)-’ for x#O in IRN 
and f2(0) =O. Then f2 E BO(lR”), where BO(lRN) denotes the f-algebra of all 
functions in B(lRN) vanishing at 0. Hence f =f, + wfi with fi E X(lRN) and 
fi E 3$,(lRN). It is clear that this decomposition is unique, so J(RN) = 
re(iRN)@W&)(IRN). 
Let E be a uniformly complete f-algebra. For each a E E let M, be the multi- 
plication operator with a in E, so M, E Orth(E). The mapping a - M, is a mul- 
tiplicative Riesz homomorphism from E into Orth(E). Note that this mapping 
is injective if and only if E is semiprime. Since E is uniformly complete, 
Orth(E) is uniformly complete as well. Let a,, . . ..a. EE be fixed. Given 
f c.%(l’RN) the elements f(a,, . . . , ON) in E and f(M,,, . . . ,M,J in Orth(E) are 
defined via Theorem 3.7. Using the uniqueness statement in this theorem it is 
easily seen that f (M,,, . . . , MJ = Mfca,, .., , aN). 
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In the proof of the next theorem we will make use of the following simple 
observation. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let E be an Archimedean f-algebra. If x, y, p, q E E are such that 
xyz = pqz for all z E E, then xy = pq. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.6 it suffices to show that o(xy)=o(pq) for all WE 
H(((x, y,p,q)). This is trivially satisfied if o is singular. Therefore, by Cor- 
ollary 2.5 (i) we may assume that o is multiplicative. Take ZE E such that 
o(z)#O. Then o(xy)o(z)=o(xyz)=o(pqz)=o(pq)cc,(z), and hence Ed= 
W(P4). 0 
REMARK. The following alternative proof of the above lemma was pointed 
out by the referee. Suppose xyz=pqz for all ZE E, i.e., (xy-pq)z= 0 for all 
ZE E and thus xy-pq is nilpotent. On the other hand, however, the product 
of any two elements in E is disjoint to all nilpotent elements in E (see e.g. [dP], 
Proposition 10.2(v)), and hence xy -pq = 0. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let E be a uniformly complete f-algebra and let aI, . . . , aN E E 
be given. Then there exists a unique multiplicative Riesz homomorphism Y 
from &(lRN) into E such that F(ej)=aj (j= 1, . . ..N). Moreover, Y[d(@)] = 
((a 1, . . ..a.>>. 
PROOF. Given f E &( RN) we write f = f, + wf2 as above, with f, E X( lRN) and 
f2E BO(iRN). By Theorem 3.7, fi(al , . . . , a,,,) exists in E, and by Theorem 4.12, 
f&K,9 *** 7 M,J exists in Orth(E). 
Now define 
Y(f) =fi(al,...,a,)+fi(Ma,,...,MU,)w(a,,...,a,). 
Note that w(al, . . . ,aN) = (aI 1 + ... + IaNI. The only non-trivial statement of 
the theorem to prove is the multiplicativity of Y. For the purpose, first take 
fi, g, E x?( lRN). Then f, g, = wh with h E X( F?). Hence, 
Wf~gl) = h(M,,, . . ..NJw(al. . . . ..a~) = Mh(al,...,a,)w(a~, . . ..a~) 
= h(a,, . . . , aN) w(a,, . . . , aN). 
On the other hand, by Theorem 4.12 it follows that 
f,(M,,, ...* Mz,,,)g,(Mz,, . . ..M.J = W%,, ~~.&&,)w(Mz,, . . ..M.J 
and so 
Mfi@,,...,a,v,g,(a,, . . . .a,,~, =“h(a I,..., I~,.,)w(o I,..., UN). 
From Lemma 5.1 it follows that 
fl(al ,..., a,)g,(a,,...,a,) = h(a,,...,a,)w(a,,...,aN). 
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Hence 
Y(f,g,)=h(a,,...,aN)w(a,,...,aN)=fi(al,...,a,)g,(a,,...,a,) 
= Y(fi) Y(g1). 
Now take f, E &(RN) and g, E ZZ&(lRN). Then 
Wflw2) = (fig2>(M,,,...,MCIN)w(al,...,aN) 
=f,(M,,,...,MaN)g2(M,,,...,MaN)w(al,...,aN) 
=“fi(a,,...,a~)82(Ma,,...,M,“)w(al,...,aN) 
=fi(% ~~~~~N)g2(~o,, aaa9MaN)w(% .--,aN) 
= Wfl) ‘v(w2). 
By a similar argument it is shown that Y(wf2* wg2) = Y(wf2)Y(wg2). Com- 
bining the above we conclude that Y is multiplicative. 0 
REMARKS 5.3. (i) If E is a uniformly complete Riesz space with trivial multi- 
plication, then the above theorem reduces to Theorem 3.7. If E is a uniformly 
complete semiprime f-algebra, then the above result is just Theorem 4.10. Thus 
Theorem 5.2 is a generalization of Theorems 3.7 and 4.10. 
(ii) Forfe .x2( RN), the element b = Y(f) is uniquely determined by the prop- 
erty that o(b)=f(o(a,), . . ..~(a.)) for all o~H,(((a~, . . ..a.,b))) and o(b)= 
fi(daA . . . . m(a,,!)) for all singular elements of H(((ai, . . . , ON, b))). We leave 
the simple proof to the interested reader. 
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